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During this pandemic, we have had to rely and trust in Jesus like never before. I had 
made so many declarations in January 2020; but March 2020 ushered in COVID-19, and 
the world suddenly changed right before my very eyes. My life appeared to be turned 
upside down, whirling in a world filled with uncertainty. Instead of moving forward, I 
found myself quarantined and shackled to a house, running through grocery stores, 
dodging people, and wearing a mask like a bandit. My 2020 Vision Journal, which I had 
spent hours developing, no longer seemed to be relevant, let alone possible. This was 
definitely not a part of my 2020 plan. Then in my spirit, I heard the voice of my Pastor 
and remembered his words spoken on December 31, 2019, “This Year, we Shall Walk 
by Faith. We will be Faith Walkers. GEESH! 

Scripture teaches us that, “Faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the Word of 
God,” (Romans 10:17).  During life’s upheavals, like this pandemic, we must drench 
ourselves with the Word, so that we can clearly hear what God is saying and discern 
what is before us. Listening attentively, to discover a deeper Faith in Christ. Hence, the 
birth of this 30-Day Fall Faith Meditation and virtual 8 Week Walk of Faith Study 
and Discussion. 

Together, Let’s take our “mustard seed faith,” (Matthew 17:20) and explore a 
Deeper Faith in Christ. A Faith to speak to the Mountains of Life! A Faith that will give 
you strength to Act!  A Faith that will cause you to Stand, “Above it All, No Matter 
What!” This discussion and study is not just for the "toddler," but also the "sprinter," in 
Faith. Let's share openly and safely, while gleaning from each other.  Let’s Talk About 
Faith! 


